
  In the Court of the Vacation Sessions Judge, Theni.
Present: Thiru.. S.Gopinathan, B.Sc., B.L., 

         Vacation Sessions Judge, Theni
Dated this the 04th day of May 2023.

Crl.M.P.No.12/2023
CNR.No.TNTHDA-000019-2023

Sivaprakasam @ Sivaprakash,
S/o. Mariya Pillai …     Petitioner/Accused

-Versus-
State through the  S.I.of Police,
Thenkarai P. S. in 
Cr.No.157/2023
U/s. 354(A), 506(i) of IPC                    …     Respondent/Complainant
 
         This petition is coming up on this day before me for hearing in the

presence of Thiru.P.Vasanthakumar, Learned Counsel for the petitioner and of

Thiru.P.Chandrasekaran,  Learned  counsel  for  the  Intervener/defacto

complainant  and the Learned Public  Prosecutor  for  the State  and this  Court

passed the following:

ORDER
           

1. Heard the Learned Counsel for the petitioner and the Learned counsel

for the Intervener/defacto complainant and the Learned Public Prosecutor for

state.

 2. The Learned Counsel for the petitioner submitted that the petitioner

has falsely been implicated in this case and he is not involved in any offences as

alleged in the complaint and the petitioner is afraid that he may be harassed by

the police in the event of his arrest. He is  innocent and hence he will neither

tamper the prosecution witnesses nor hamper the investigation and he is ready

to obey any conditions that may be imposed by this court if they are enlarged on

anticipatory bail. Hence, the petitioner may be enlarged on anticipatory bail.



..2..

 4. On the other hand the learned public prosecutor would submit that, the

petitioners  have  committed offences  punishable  U/s.  354(A),  506(i)  of  IPC

of which Offence U/s. 506(i) IPC alone is non bailable and grave in nature and

the investigation is still pending and if the petitioner  is enlarged on anticipatory

bail at this stage, the petitioner may interfere with the investigation, hence he

strongly opposed to enlarge the petitioner on anticipatory bail.

  5.  The  Learned  Counsel  for  the  intervener/  de-facto  complainant

objected to release the petitioner on bail.  If the Petitioner/Accused is released

on  anticipatory  bail  he  will  tamper  the  witnesses  the  complainant  may  not

justice and thus pleaded to dismiss the  bail. 

 

5.  Heard the submission made by either side. This Court found that the

allegation  is  most  heinous.  This  offence  is  serious  in  nature  and  the

investigation is pending and if the petitioner is enlarged on anticipatory bail at

this stage the investigation may be get affected. Hence, this court is not inclined

to grant anticipatory bail to the petitioner.

 

 In the result, this anticipatory bail petition is dismissed.

     Pronounced by me in open Court on this the 04th day of May 2023.

      Vacation Sessions Judge,
                    Theni.

 
Copy to:   

The Judicial Magistrate, Periyakulam.
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